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Personal Care Services

SECTION A – ASSESSMENT IDENTIFICATION

Assessment Completed In: use the following two choices:
 1. Residence – a private residence (IHC)
 2. In-patient facility – any ACH
Assessment Start Time and Completion Time: should include only time spent in
the beneficiary’s home.
Others Present During Assessment: Document others present and their
relationship to the beneficiary.
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SECTION B - BENEFICIARY IDENTIFICATION - FACILITY INFORMATION

Manual Assessment ID: Enter the current active assessment ID from QiRePort
FL2: Enter the most current FL2 date on file at the facility
Facility Type: Choose facility type based on license prefix letters:
 License prefix HAL-XXX-XXX would be Adult Care Home (ex. HAL-555-555)
 License prefix FCL-XXX-XXX would be Family Care Home
 License prefix NH-XXX-XXX would be Nursing Home Bed
 License prefix MHL-XXX-XXX would be 5600A or 5600C Bed
 *5600A are Mental Health/Substance Abuse Facilities
 *5600C are Mental Retardation/Developmental Disability Facilities
Facility License Number and Date: Enter most current license number and date
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SECTION B - CONTINUED

Cognitive Capacities to Participate in Assessment: If beneficiary is cognitively impaired,
documentation should support Others Present during the Assessment.
Beneficiary’s Consent For Release of PHI: In an ACH, if no release of information form is on file,
request verbal permission to review records from the facility Administrator and document in the
narrative notes. Enter “No” as the appropriate choice.
Legal Guardianship: Assessor does not need consent from the guardian to perform the assessment.
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SECTION B - CONTINUED



This is a requirement for all EPSDT assessments. If beneficiary is a child, indicate
number of other children in household, number receiving HCBS, and number of
adults receiving HCBS. If none, put 0. Do not leave blank boxes.
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SECTION C – REFERRAL SUMMARY

 This section auto-populates when the assessment is
accepted to QiRePort.
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SECTION D – DIAGNOSES/CONDITIONS RELATED TO NEED







Diagnosis Description: Onset or Exacerbation: Leave blank unless this is a new diagnosis (Onset) or
Exacerbation of a current condition
Source of Diagnosis Information: Diagnoses obtained from beneficiary/caregiver report should be
documented in Section R narrative and not included in Section D diagnoses. Only diagnoses obtained
from official documents example: FL2, discharge summary, prescriptions, or a previous assessment
form should be recorded in Section D.
In the Absence of Caregivers question: Always score Falls, Malnutrition, Skin Breakdown, and 24hour caregiver: Mark as applicable.
Adverse Consequences of Medication Non-Compliance: Mark as applicable.
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SECTION E - MEDICATIONS

 Identify all medications with each appropriate field completed.
 Complex medication administration identifies medications that
require frequent adjustments to maintain therapeutic results.
Example: Coumadin that requires frequent monitoring to
maintain stable values.
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SECTION E - CONTINUED

Ability to self-manage medications:
 Narrative documentation should capture how beneficiary
manages medication administration and should identify
anyone who assists with this task.
 For IHC – Make the appropriate selection based on the
beneficiary’s demonstrated ability to manage medication
administration. TBD clarification on assistance levels
 For ACH – TBD on assistance level clarifications
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SECTION F – SPECIAL DIETS

 From the dropdown options, choose the appropriate diet from
that reflects the beneficiary’s typical diet.
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SECTION G – PAID SUPPORT AND SERVICES

 Document any outside providers that contribute assistance to
beneficiary. This includes Meals on Wheels, skilled home health
(Medbox prefill) and any other paid support.
 Hospice services would be considered a support service when
determining Needs Fully Met frequency.
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SECTION H – NON-PAID SUPPORTS AND SERVICES







Non-paid supports: Identifies sources of assistance to the beneficiary and their
relationship in addition to their capacity to assist the beneficiary.
Informal Caregiver Availability: Should reflect how often and what timeframe they are
available to assist. Specific times or number of hours should be noted (if known).
Otherwise, leave it blank.
Examples: 6p-9p Monday through Friday and 9a-1p on Sunday
2 hours Mondays and Thursdays and 8 hours on both weekend days.
Capacity levels for non-paid supports should reflect their ability and willingness to
assist on a consistent basis. If non-paid support is present, able but unwilling to assist,
they should not be considered a viable support.
Narrative documentation should capture any non-paid support as well as their
availability to assist.
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ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING PERFORMANCE LEVELS
 Totally able: Beneficiary is able to self-perform 100% of the activity
with or without assistance of aid or assistive devices and without
supervision or assistance to set up supplies and environment for task.
 Verbal cueing or supervision: Beneficiary is able to self-perform
100% of the activity with or without assistance of aid or assistive
devices and requires supervision, monitoring or assistance to retrieve
or set or supplies or equipment.
 Limited hands on assist: Beneficiary is able to self-perform 50% of
the activity and requires hands on assist to complete remainder of
task.
 Extensive hands on assist: Beneficiary is able to self-perform less
than 50% of the activity and requires hands on assist to complete
remainder of activity.
 Cannot do at all: Beneficiary is unable to perform any of the activity
and is totally dependent on another person to perform the activity.
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SCORING CRITERIA

 Demonstrated ability: The attempt of
the beneficiary to demonstrate how
they would perform a ADL task. All
tasks should have a demonstrated
ability indicated or n/a for each ADL.
 Check If Required: Indicates this is a
task that the beneficiary requires
assistance to complete.
 Assistance Level: Indicates the level of
assistance the beneficiary requires to
complete the task.
 IADL task needs: only identified as
having an unmet need if there is at
least a limited assist need in the ADL
category.
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 Frequency: Indicates the number of
days the beneficiary performs the task
 Need Fully Met: The number of days
the beneficiary has an alternate
caregiver other than the pcs aide to
assist with meeting the need.
 PCS Need Frequency: The autopopulated number of days the task is
authorized for PCS service provision.
 Weekend: Indicates the task need is
inclusive of weekend need.

OVERALL SELF-PERFORMANCE CAPACITY RATING

 Determined by the majority of the ADL scores and reflects the
beneficiary’s overall ability to perform the ADL tasks.
 Example: 4 Limited Hands On Assist Need in the ADL category
and 3 Extensive Assist Need in the ADL category should be
scored Limited Assist in the Overall Self-Performance Capacity
rating.
 The only exception to majority rule when determining Overall
Self-Performance Capacity rating is when there is at least one
Limited Assist Need in a majority of set up and supervision
assistance levels. The overall score should be Limited Assist.
 IADLs are not considered when determining the Overall SelfPerformance Capacity rating.
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SECTION I – BATHING AND PERSONAL HYGIENE

 Bathing is the assessment of the beneficiary’s demonstrated ability to bath
themselves, whether in the shower or performing a sponge bath. It also
includes assessment of demonstrated ability to complete the tasks of
grooming, hair care, nail care, oral care and shaving.
 The beneficiary is assessed for their demonstrated ability to wash both
upper and lower body.
 At no time during the assessment should garments be removed to satisfy
the demonstration of the bathing task.
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SECTION J - DRESSING

 The beneficiary is assessed for demonstrated ability to apply
garments, socks and shoes as well as removal of same.
 Assessment is inclusive of ability to apply and remove TED hose,
splints, braces and prosthetics as applicable.
 Demonstrations do not require garments to be removed.
Demonstrations are performed by applying clothes over existing
garments and removing same garments to protect the
beneficiary’s privacy.
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SECTION K - MOBILITY





Mobility tasks assess the beneficiary’s demonstrated ability to transfer, ambulate and
re-position themselves in their home environment with consideration for gait stability,
safety and range of motion limitations.
Ambulation is defined as moving from room to room. This can be demonstrated by
use of physical limbs or assistive device(s). Narrative notes should reflect how the
beneficiary ambulates and any devices used, if applicable.
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SECTION L - TOILETING

 Toileting is assessing the beneficiary’s demonstrated ability to
manage toileting tasks such as transfer on and off the toilet,
using a closed toilet seat, and managing garments after toilet
use. Also managing incontinence supplies such as pull ups or
incontinent briefs or pads.
 Demonstrations of toileting tasks are simulations of
beneficiary’s ability to perform the tasks.
 No clothing removal nor actual act of voiding to demonstrate
ability to perform task is requested.
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SECTION M - EATING TASKS

Lines 1-5:
 Scored based on their demonstrated assistance level need.
 Can be scored at a Greater Than Limited assistance need (as applicable).
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SECTION M – EATING TASKS

Lines 6-9: Beneficiaries that require assistance with only tasks 6-9, the following would apply:
For ACH:

Demonstrated Ability
N/A

Assistance Level
Limited

Frequency
7 days

Needs Fully Met
0

Weekends
Yes

Overall Self-Performance Capacity Rating
Limited
For IHC

Score based on demonstrated ability
3/22/2016
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SECTION M – EATING TASKS

 If there were Demonstrated Ability deficits scored in lines 1-5 and the majority of
the ADLs in 1-5 were greater than Limited Assist, the assessor would score the
overall Self Performance Capacity by the majority of the ADL assistance levels in
the eating ADL.
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SECTION N – SPECIAL ASSISTANCE TASKS

 Special Assistance Task: If needs are identified, narrative notes should reflect what
assistance is being provided i.e., who meets the need when the aide is not present.
Delegated Medical Monitoring Tasks for IHC – Medication Self-administration reminders:
This is not scored for ACH assessments?
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SECTION O – CONDITIONS AFFECTING BENEFICIARY’S
ADL SELF-PERFORMANCE/ASSISTANCE TIME

 Conditions Affecting Beneficiary’s ADLs Self Performance/Assistance
Time: Identifies conditions affecting ADL Self Performance Assistance Time
and qualifies the beneficiary for additional time above their base
calculation, if these conditions are present and affect their ability to
perform their ADLs.
 ADLs should only be checked as Affected if they scored Limited or Greater
in their individual Overall Self-Performance Capacity Rating.
 The “All” field in the ADLs Affected section should only be checked if all
ADLs scored Limited or Greater in their Overall Self-Performance Capacity
Rating.
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SECTION O – CONDITIONS AFFECTING BENEFICIARY’S
ADL SELF-PERFORMANCE/ASSISTANCE TIME

 If the beneficiary has a condition present, but it
does not affect their ADL Self-Performance ability,
“None” would be the choice for this category.
 Narrative notes should reflect any of the conditions
identified that affect their ADL.
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SECTION P – PATIENT SAFETY

Environmental Conditions and Circumstances Affecting Patient Safety
 Should be completed for all assessments.
Assessor Evaluation of Safety Risks:
 Should be reported to the Regional Manager and documented in the
record.
3/22/2016
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SECTION Q - EPSDT
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Should be completed for beneficiaries under the age of 21.
Documentation should reflect requests by the beneficiary or caregiver of specific hours and
days of service being requested.
School hours should only be captured if services are being requested while beneficiary is
attending school.
Parental/guardian statement regarding how services will improve or prevent condition from
worsening should be clearly documented in Section Q with a direct quote from the
caregiver/parent.
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SECTION Q –EPSDT - CONTINUED
EPSDT should contain the following criteria:
 Why are services being requested?
 What is the caregiver availability?
 If parent or caregiver works, what are
their work hours?
 If parent or caregiver is in school, what
are the hours? Is it onsite or online?
 Are there any other caregivers
available to assist?
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 Is daycare a possibility? If no, then why
not?
 Are there other children in the home?
Do any of them receive PCS services?
Any other adults receiving HCBS
assistance?
 If parent or caregiver is unable to
provide the care, document what
prevents them from meeting the ADL
need

SECTION Q –EPSDT - CONTINUED
Additional Information
 EPSDT beneficiaries can receive both PCS and CAP services if the
PCS service is being requested to provide ADL assistance while
at school.
 If there is an able, willing and available caregiver in the home to
provide the ADL assistance, score Needs As Met.
 If parent or caregiver is seeking employment but has not
secured one, score Needs As Met and document accordingly in
Section R narrative note. DMA will then have this information
on file and can consider authorization when employment is
secured.
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SECTION R – ADDITIONAL ASSESSOR COMMENTS

Essential documentation that should be noted in section R is as follows:
 Beneficiary orientation status
 Is this a typical day for the beneficiary
 Any additional diagnosis information
obtained or self reported by
beneficiary, caregiver or family
member and was not obtained from
an official source
 Beneficiary’s provider choice
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 Documentation of who assists the
beneficiary on weekends or a
statement of how beneficiary manages
when the aide is not present
 Documentation of review of
assessment findings and with whom
they were reviewed
 Documentation to support conditions
identified in section O that affect ADL
performance

SECTION S – OTHER BENEFICIARY DOCUMENTS REVIEWED

 Other Beneficiary Documents Reviewed identifies the beneficiary documents the
assessor reviewed during the ACH visit.

 ACH assessments take into consideration the information documented in these
documents to help establish the beneficiary baseline level of care provided in the
facility.
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SECTION T – BENEFICIARY CHOICE

 Addresses the beneficiary choice of providers. The IA will leave a hard copy of the
three randomized Provider choice list with the Beneficiary.
 If Beneficiary does not communicate a Provider choice within 3 business days- IHC beneficiaries may choose up to 3 providers and are allowed to view a
randomized list of providers.
 The beneficiary may choose 3 different providers or the same provider for all 3
choices.
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SECTION U – REASSESSMENT PLAN

 The next reassessment frequency should take into consideration the current status
of the beneficiary and the likelihood for considerable improvement/deterioration in
their functional status.
 Beneficiaries who have a chronic diagnosis and are unlikely to improve would be
expected to have a 52-week reassessment
 Beneficiary having a temporary functional deficit would be considered for a shorter
reassessment time frequency (8, 12, or 26 weeks). Example: total knee replacement
would expect to have a shorter reassessment (possibly 12 weeks).
 Any reassessment in less than 52 weeks requires a comment/justification note to
explain need for shorter reassessment time.
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THANK YOU

